
VIA email to   & Mail 

ESHER PLANNING INC.                                                                                                  July 8TH, 2022. 

133 AYTON CRESENT  

WOODBRIDGE, ON. 

ATTN. MELANIE HORTON 

RE. Aggregate Resources Act Application # 626546 

       CBM Sunderland South Pit Expansion, Part Lot 7 & 8, Con. 2 Brock Twsp. Region of Durham. 

Dear Ms. Horton, 

We are in receipt of your letter of response dated June 10/22, wherein not all the items to our letter 
dated Nov. 5/21 were addressed in your response letter, and are now attaching further items below to 
be addressed by you and also your response letter dated June 10/22 attached with highlights and 
questions being asked therein for clear answer by your group. 

#1 The Regional Official Plan shows the property within a " high potential aggregate resource area" but 
it is also Rural lands (therefore zoned RU) of the Protected Countryside within the Greenbelt serving the 
rural resource and agricultural sector - per 4.1 Greenbelt plan 2017.  

The expansion proposes to mine a narrow strip of productive Agricultural land which is the outer limits 
of the aggregate resource area and has a gentle sloping topography formed over thousands of years 
providing drainage within the water resource system to the Environmentally Protected (EP) and 
Provincially Significant Wetlands of the Beaver River.  

#2 It is not possible to restrict vegetation removal during the active season for breeding birds (as per the 
Golder report) in an active aggregate removal site which typically occurs during the bird breeding active 
season, this is a fallacy! 

What is the meaning of "progressively rehabilitate" as you state? Would each pond be rehabilitated 
separately when mined out?  

It is noted that the Esher Planning presentation includes a picture of an example of a CBM rehabilitated 
area in the CBM North pit.  This so-called rehabilitated area   appears to have since been destroyed and 
included into the main North pit as clearly observed from St Mary’s Boulevard this week. 

It is not possible for the proposed operation to” minimize impacts” as stated. Clearly - the plan is to 
destroy the natural sloping topography which facilitates the water resource system to the natural 
heritage and the hydrologic features surrounding. This can never be replaced by any rehabilitation plan. 

With regard to the natural Environment report currently being reviewed by LSRCA , we would like to 
know what is the Ecologists position with respect to the impact on the species.? 

The Provincially Significant Wetland area should be completely excluded and a revised site plan provided 
by CBM to the residents that illustrates the revised boundaries. 
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